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Abstract

This paper outlines a novel approach to the analysis of three-way Y-data in quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) modelling.

The new method represents a modification of an existing approach for multivariate modelling of batch process data. It is based on unfolding

the three-way Y-matrix into a two-way matrix according to a sequential order of an external variable. In QSAR, time, pH, or temperature at

which the biological data were gathered, are conceivably such external variables. Thus, unfolding can be done differently depending on the

objective of the investigation, thereby shifting the focus of the QSAR analysis. The ensuing multivariate data analysis uses two levels of

modelling. (1) On the lower (observation) level a projections to latent structures (PLS) model is developed between the unfolded biological

data and the external variable. This model will identify compounds with biological data being sensitive to changes in the external variable

(like time, pH, or temperature). (2) The scores of the lower level model are then re-arranged to enable the upper (QSAR) level model. In this

model, a battery of structure descriptors (X) is related to the Y-matrix of scores of the lower level model. As an example, a series of 35

compounds and their anti-microbial activity towards the bacterial strain Escherichia coli CCM2260 is used. This biological activity has been

determined at different times (2 to 10 h) and pH-values (pH 5.6 to 8.0).

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction matrices, are modelled in terms of block-relations connected
The data analytical part of quantitative structure–activity

relationship (QSAR) modelling has undergone a dramatic

development at the end of the 20th century. A short

historical recollection is found in Ref. [1]. The traditional

approach to QSAR relies heavily on multiple linear regres-

sion (MLR), where a few and fairly uncorrelated structure

descriptors (X) are related to a single biological activity

variable, y [2]. With the advent of partial least squares

projections to latent structures (PLS), QSAR analysis un-

derwent a developmental leap, and QSARs involving mul-

tiple X’s and Y’s were suddenly a realistic option (see, e.g.,

Ref. [3]). And recent methodological development allows,

e.g., hierarchical PLS, whereby very many (in the order of

hundreds or thousands) variables, both in the X- and Y-
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across two or more model layers (see, e.g., Ref. [4]).

We here outline another methodological extension,

addressing QSARs where the Y-matrix is three-dimensional.

Fig. 1 shows the data arrangement for the present example.

Toxicity data for 35 compounds have been gathered across

variations in time and pH. Conventional QSAR analysis

with two-way data matrices does not directly apply. Some

kind of unfolding of the Y-matrix is needed to accomplish

the QSAR analysis.

The new approach for handling three-way Y-data is based

on a method of Wold et al. [5], originally developed to

analyze three-way batch process data. A small modification

of the original approach is proposed in order to handle three-

way Y-data. This modification will focus the QSAR model-

ling, so that not only will it express the change in toxicity

between compounds, but also be able to reveal time- and

pH-dependent trends in the prevailing structure–activity

relationships. This method is further presented in Section 4.

Thus, our objective is to outline this novel approach of

analyzing three-way Y-data in QSAR. In so doing, we will
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be using two different ways of unfolding the example Y-

data, namely unfolding to focus on (i) time-dependent and

(ii) on pH-dependent trends in the toxicity data.
Fig. 2. Basic molecular structure of the investigated compounds. R1, R2,

and R3 are the three varied substituent positions.
2. Example data set

The example data set comprises a series of 4-pyranones

(Fig. 2), for which Pirselova et al. [6,7] have determined anti-

microbial activity towards the bacterial strain Escherichia

coli CCM2260. The data set consists of N = 35 compounds,

of which 14 were ionizable and 21 non-ionizable in the

testing protocol used [6,7]. To describe the physico-chemical

properties a set of K = 26 chemical descriptors (matrix X)

was compiled. The X-descriptors were predominantly 2D-

based structure descriptors [8,7,9–11].

The following X-descriptors were compiled: x1 = log P

(‘‘log P’’, [6,7]); x2 = number of atoms (‘‘N_At’’); x3 = num-

ber of bonds (‘‘N_Bo’’); x4 = ratio number of bonds/number

of atoms (‘‘Nbo/Nat’’); x5 = number of rings (‘‘N_Ring’’);

x6 = number of rigid bonds (‘‘N_RigBo’’); x7 = number of

carbon atoms (‘‘N_C’’); x8 = number of nonpolar atoms

(‘‘N_NonPolAt’’); x9 = highest molecular orbital j-energy

(‘‘Pi-energy’’); x10 = highest molecular resonance energy

(‘‘Reson. Ene’’); x11 = highest occupied molecular orbital

energy (‘‘HOMO’’); x12 = lowest unoccupied molecular or-

bital energy (‘‘LUMO’’); x13 molecular weight (‘‘Mw’’);

x14 = molecular volume (‘‘MolVol’’); x15 = polarizability

(‘‘Polariz’’); x16 = Ratio [Sum hydrogen bond donors and

acceptors)/number of atoms] (‘‘Sum (HBD+HBA)/N_At’’);

x17 = calculated log P (‘‘clogP’’); x18 = calculated molecular

refractivity (‘‘CMR’’); x19 = hydrogen bond donors (‘‘HB-

Donors’’); x20 = sum donors (‘‘Sum_donor’’); x21 = sum total

(‘‘Sum_total’’); x22 = polar surface area (‘‘PSA’’); x23 = non-

polar surface area (‘‘NPSA’’); x24 = percentage polar surface

area (‘‘%PSA’’); x25 = percentage nonpolar surface area

(‘‘%NPSA’’); x26 = total surface area (‘‘TSA’’).

The biological (Y-) data, expressed as the concentration

decreasing bacterial growth by 50% (log 1/IC50), were

acquired as a function of changing time (2 to 10 h after

exposure) and pH (between 5.6 and 8.0). Hence, a low

number means low toxicity and vice versa. Fig. 1 shows an
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of data arrangement of X- and Y-matrices.
overview of the X- and Y-matrix structures. As seen, the Y-

matrix is built up of ‘‘directions’’ relating to N = 35 com-

pounds, L= 5 time points (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 h) and M = 6 pH-

values (5.6, 6.0, 6.6, 7.0, 7.6 and 8.0).

All raw data are available from the corresponding author.
3. Data analytical method

In this paper we have used the software SIMCA-P,

version 10 [12], and its implementations of standard and

batch-based PLS [5,13–16].

3.1. Partial least squares projections to latent structures,

PLS

PLS is a regression method that works with two matrices,

X (e.g., chemical descriptors) and Y (e.g., biological

responses), and has two objectives, namely to well approx-

imate X and Y, and to model the relationship between them.

The chemical variation in the predictor block (X) is sum-

marized by the (N*A) X-scores, T, and the corresponding

variation in the response block (Y) is described by the (N*A)

Y-scores, U. Basically, PLS maximizes the covariance be-

tween T and Y. For each model dimension, a weight vector

wV, is computed, which reflects the contribution of each X-

variable to the modelling of Y, in that particular model

dimension. The resulting (A*K) X-weight matrix, WV, is

important since it reflects the structure in X that relates to Y.

The corresponding matrix of Y-weights is designated CV.
Additionally, a matrix of X-loadings, PV, is calculated in

order to deflate X appropriately.

The decomposition in PLS of X and Y can be described

as:

X ¼ TPVþ E; Y ¼ TCVþ F ð2Þ

The set of PLS regression coefficients can then be

computed according to:

B ¼ WðPVWÞ�1CV ð3Þ

Subsequently, an estimate of Y, Ŷ, is obtained as:

Ŷ ¼ XWðPVWÞ�1CV ¼ XB ð4Þ



Fig. 3. A three-way table of historical batch process data. The data table

comprises N batches, J time points, and K variables.

Fig. 5. The three-way data table of Fig. 3 is unfolded by preserving the

direction of the variables. This gives a two-way matrix with N*J rows and

K columns. Each row contains data points xijk from a single batch

observation (batch i, time j, variable k). If regression is made against local

batch time, the resulting PLS scores usually reflect linear (t1), quadratic (t2),

and cubic (t3) relationships to local batch time.
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Prior to the analysis, data were column-wise mean-

centered and scaled to unit variance.
4. Time-resolved QSAR: a way to deal with three-way

Y-data

4.1. Review of original approach for batch process data

The basic idea of the approach presented in Ref. [5] is to

analyze three-way batch data in two model layers. Typical

configurations of batch-data are seen in Figs. 3 and 4. On

the lower (observation) level the three-way batch data are

unfolded preserving the variable direction (Fig. 5), and a

PLS model is computed between the unfolded X-data and

time or a suitable maturity variable. The X-score vectors of

this PLS model usually capture linear, quadratic, cubic, etc.,

dependencies between the measured process data and time
Fig. 4. Batch-data often involve three distinct blocks of data, i.e., initial conditio

quality characteristics (the Y-matrix). These data tables can be analyzed independ
or maturity. Subsequently, these score vectors are re-ar-

ranged (Fig. 6) and used on the upper (batch) level where

relationships among whole batches are investigated (Fig. 7).

The re-arrangement (cf. Fig. 6) of the scores and other

model statistics (DModX, predicted time) enables batch

control charts [5] to be produced. The resulting control

charts can be used to follow the trace of a developing batch,

and extract warnings when it tends to depart from the typical

trace of a normal, good batch.

4.2. Implementation in QSAR when Y-matrix is three-way

We will now outline how the batch-approach can be

tailored to suit the needs of three-way Y-matrices in QSAR

studies. Thus, henceforth, any mention of unfolding refers

to Y-data, not X-data.
ns (the Z-matrix), evolution measurements (the X-matrix), and results and

ently with PCA or related to each other by PLS.



Fig. 6. The score values for each batch are arranged as row vectors underneath each other, giving a new X-matrix that has the number of rows equal to the

number of batches in the reference data set. Observe that the drawing only outlines the re-arranging principle for the first score t1. From this new matrix one

calculates the averages and standard deviations (SDs) of the matrix columns, and subsequently control limits as averages F 3 SD.
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4.2.1. Lower level model: extracting time- or pH-dependent

trends in toxicity data

In this context, there are two relevant ways of unfolding

the Y-matrix. The first preserves the pH-direction (Fig. 8a)

and the second the Time-direction (Fig. 8b). The former way

captures time-dependent features in the data, and we call

this ‘‘Time-unfolding’’ (Fig. 8a). The latter approach indi-

cates whether there are features in the toxicity data critically

influenced by pH-variation. We call this ‘‘pH-unfolding’’

(Fig. 8b).

The resulting two-way matrices then have either N*L

rows (35*5 = 175 observations; Time-unfolding) and M = 6

columns (toxicities measured at different pH values), or,

N*M rows (35*6 = 210 observations; pH-unfolding) and

L= 5 columns (toxicities registered at different times).

Hence, in both these cases, the unit in the unfolded matrices

are the individual observations, not the entire compounds.

The scores of the resulting PLS models may later be used on

the upper model level.

4.2.2. Upper level model: time- or pH-resolved QSAR

modelling

In order to accomplish the upper level model, i.e., the

actual QSAR analysis, a re-arrangement of the PLS scores

of the observation level models is necessary. The principle is

the same as the one sketched in Figs. 6 and 7, the difference

being the lower level score vectors are used to construct a Y-

matrix, not an X-matrix.

Firstly, the score vectors of the observation level PLS

model are divided in segments corresponding to each

compound in the training set data. Secondly, these seg-
Fig. 7. In the batch level modelling, all available data are used to obtain a mod

conditions data are often pooled with process evolution data to form a new X-matr

Y-matrix. When used for batch monitoring, the resulting PLS-model may be used

which initial condition data and process evolution data exert the highest influenc
mented score vectors are re-ordered such that all the score-

values of one compound form one row vector of a new

score matrix YT. This is a new matrix where, in each row,

all t1-values of one compound are followed by all t2-

values of the same compound, which are followed by all

t3-values of the same compound, and so on (Fig. 9). This

matrix YT has one row per training set compound.

Observe that the drawing in Fig. 9 outlines the re-

arranging principle for several sets of score vectors t1,

t2, t3, etc., whereas in reality any number of score vectors

might be employed. As will be apparent below, only one

segmented score vector will be used here to formulate the

QSAR models.

Subsequently, the QSAR model can be calculated where

the X-block of original chemical descriptors is related to the

YT-matrix. Depending on the choice of unfolding principle

on the lower lever, the upper level QSAR modelling then

interrogates the chemical descriptors from different view-

points, i.e., to possibly uncover time-influences or pH-

influences on the structure–activity relationship.
5. Results

5.1. Time-unfolding

5.1.1. Lower level reference PLS model based on 35

compounds

The first PLS model (Model 1) was calculated using the

data arrangement shown in Fig. 8a, i.e., where the two-way

matrix of toxicity data has N*L rows (35*5 = 175) and M = 6
el of whole batches. Note that each row corresponds to one batch. Initial

ix, XB. This XB-matrix is regressed against the final results contained in the

to categorize evolving batches as good or bad. It is also possible to interpret

e on the type and quality of the resulting product.



Fig. 8. Unfolding of Y-data preserving the pH-direction (a) or the Time-

direction (b). The resulting two-way matrices then have either N*L rows

(35*5 = 175 observations; time-unfolding) and M = 6 columns (pH-

variables), or, N*M rows (35*6 = 210 observations; pH-unfolding) and

L= 5 columns (Time-variables).
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columns (toxicity measurements at six pH-values). This

model had only one component explaining 93% of the

variation in the unfolded toxicity data and 14% of the

variation in the time-variable (see performance statistics in

Table 1). This indicates there are no strong time-dependent

features in the toxicity data.
Fig. 9. Arrangement of data on the upper (QSAR) level. The new Y-matrix, Y

(observation) level model.
However, the score line plot of this model (Fig. 10)

strongly contradicts this initial statement, because 14 com-

pounds (numbers 14–19, 24, 26, 27, 29, and 31–34) have

very ‘‘steep’’ lines, i.e., toxicity data for these change

significantly with time. Hence, we understand the reason

for the initial poor time relation is data inhomogeneity.

5.1.2. Refined lower level PLS model based on 14

compounds

A second PLS model (Model 2, Table 1) was fitted to

the 14 compounds exhibiting time-sensitive toxicity data.

Now, the result was a strongly significant two-component

model, which used 95% (86 + 9) of the variation in the

toxicity data to explain 84% (62 + 22) of the time vari-

able. Fig. 11a and b shows the scores and loadings of

Model 2.

Time points corresponding to the same compound have

been connected by a line (Fig. 11a). For all 14 compounds,

the early time points are found in the left-hand part of the

score plot, and the late ones in the right-hand area. Increas-

ing t1 score values correlate with decreasing toxicity. Hence,

we may interpret the first score vector as a general toxicity

scale, capturing a linear and monotonically decreasing trend

in toxicity over time.

The second component uncovers a difference in toxicity

profiles between two sub-groups of compounds. The ‘‘top’’

group encompasses 10 compounds (numbers 14–19, 24, 26,

27, and 29) and the ‘‘bottom’’ group four chemicals (numb-

ers 31–34). Compounds 31–34 are much smaller (have

lower molecular weight and molar volume) and less hydro-

phobic than the other 10, and also have non-hydrogen

substituents in all three varied positions (cf. Fig. 2). Fur-

thermore, the 10 compounds in the top cluster are all

ionizable whereas the four compounds in the bottom group

are not.

5.1.3. Upper level (QSAR) model

On the upper (QSAR) level attention will be given to

the first score vector of the lower level model (Model 2).

This is reasonable since this component accounts for 86%

of the sum of squares of the toxicity data and was found

to mirror a time trend of decreasing toxicity with increas-

ing time.

The t1 score vector of Model 2 was re-arranged as

depicted in Fig. 9. Hence, a YT-matrix consisting of 14 rows
T, consists of segmented and rotated score vectors drawn from the lower



Table 1

Summary statistics of lower and upper level PLS models

Model

no.

No. of

compounds

R2X a R2Y b Q2Y c Remark

M1 35 0.93 0.14 0.13 Reference lower level

model (time-unfolding)

M2 14 0.95 0.85 0.59 Revised lower level

model (time-unfolding)

M3 14 0.46 0.75 0.66 Upper level QSAR

model (time-unfolding)

M4 35 0.96 0.02 0.02 Reference lower level

model (pH-unfolding)

M5 10 0.97 0.44 0.43 Revised lower level

model (pH-unfolding)

M6 10 0.52 0.72 0.53 Upper level QSAR

model (pH-unfolding)

a Explained sum of squares of X. In models M1, M2, M4 and M5, the X-

block contains appropriately unfolded Y-data. In models M3 and M6, the X-

block contains the chemical descriptor variables and their squared

counterparts.
b Explained sum of squares of Y. In models M1 and M2, the single Y-

variable is the time order of the measurements. In models M4 and M5, the

single Y-variable is the pH-value at which the experiments took place. In

models M3 and M6, the Y-matrix is composed of re-arranged score vectors

derived from the relevant lower level PLS model. Score vectors from M2

build up the Y-matrix of M3, and score vectors from M5 build up the Y-

matrix of M6.
c Predicted sum of squares of Y, estimated with cross-validation [27].
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(compounds) and 5 columns (segmented and transposed t1
score vector with five time points) was constructed. The YT-

matrix thus created contains a stable summary (i.e., score

values) of the original toxicity measurements zooming-in

their time-dependent properties. Below, we will develop a

QSAR model between these YT-data and the X-matrix, the

latter of which consisting of the 26 chemical descriptors and

their squared terms. The squared terms were introduced in
Fig. 10. Score line plot of the reference model (M1) based on time-unfolding. Sco

vertical line would indicate very strong time dependencies and a horizontal line no

19, 24, 26, 27, and 31–34, have rather ‘‘steep’’ lines. This suggests toxicity data
order to search for possible non-linearities in the structure–

activity relationship.

The resulting PLS model (Model 3, Table 1) had only

one significant component with the following statistics:

R2X = 0.46, R2Y= 0.75, and Q2Y= 0.66, which are satisfac-

tory considering the model treating five Y-variables. Its PLS

weights are plotted in Fig. 12. We can see that most of the

X-variables are correlated within this subset of 14 com-

pounds. An increased toxicity (lowered values of the five

score responses) is coupled to an increased hydrophobicity,

molecular weight and molar volume. Thus, although the raw

toxicity data first have been summarized by a latent vari-

able, and then rotated towards time, classical physico-

chemical parameters are still meaningful in the interpreta-

tion of the QSAR model.

5.2. PH-unfolding

5.2.1. Lower level reference model based on 35 compounds

To investigate the relation between toxicity data and pH,

the Y-matrix was unfolded as shown in Fig. 8b. The

resulting two-way matrix of toxicity data has N*M rows

(35*6 = 210) and L= 5 columns (toxicity readings at five

time points). The PLS model fitted to this data set (Model 4,

Table 1) comprised one component explaining 96% of the

variation in the unfolded toxicity data and 2% of the

variation in the pH-variable. This result implies there is no

systematic change in toxicity data associated with the

change in pH-values, at least not for the entire set of 35

compounds.

Interestingly, and analogously to Fig. 10, however, the

score line plot given in Fig. 13 does indeed point to a subset of

10 compounds for which toxicity readings have an intrinsic

pH-trend. These compounds are numbers 2–4, 6–8, and 31–
re points originating from the same compound are shown as jointed lines. A

connection with time whatsoever. Fourteen compounds, i.e., numbers 14–

for these compounds change significantly with time.



Fig. 11. (a, left) Score plot of the lower level PLS model (M2) based on the time-unfolding subset. Each line designates one compounds. (b, right) PLS loading

plot corresponding to (a). The six pH-value-variables are seen to be correlated and are all positioned in the left-hand area of the loading plot. This suggests that

toxicity decreases with time.
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34, and they are all of the ionizable type. Hence, the reason for

the initial poor pH relation is data inhomogeneity.

5.2.2. Refined lower level PLS model based on 10

compounds

The PLS model (Model 5, Table 1) fitted to the 10

compounds with pH-sensitive toxicity data consisted of

one component utilizing 97% of the variation in the toxicity

data to explain 43% of the pH-variable. Fig. 14a and b
Fig. 12. PLS loadings of the upper level QSAR model (M3) based on the time
shows the scores and loadings of this model. Measurements

corresponding to the same compound have been connected

by a line.

When comparing (Figs. 10, 11a, and 14a), we realize

that—for the two chosen subsets of compounds—the tox-

icity data are more sensitive to the time point than the pH-

value. This is inferred from the fact that the ‘‘score-lines’’

are generally more straight and monotonically increasing

when time rather than pH is involved as the external
subset. For a description of the X-variables, please see text in Section 2.



Fig. 13. Score line plot of the reference model (M4) based on pH-unfolding. This plot is interpreted similarly to Fig. 10. Ten compounds (2–4, 6–8, and 31–

34) are seen to have toxicity data exhibiting pH-dependence.
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variable. We recall that toxicity data were able to model

84% of the variation in time (Model 2) and here merely 43%

of pH (Model 5).

For all 10 compounds plotted in Fig. 14a, the measure-

ment conducted at the lowest pH (5.6) marks the left-hand

‘‘start’’ of a score-line, and at the other end we find the

corresponding value measured at the highest pH (8.0). The

corresponding loadings plotted in Fig. 14b demonstrate an

inverse relationship between toxicity data and pH. Thus,

remembering that numerically low toxicity values imply low

toxicity, we can deduce that toxicity generally diminishes

with increasing pH. This phenomenon is most pronounced

for compounds 31–34.

5.2.3. Upper level (QSAR) model

To bring about the upper (QSAR) level model, the t1
score vector of Model 5 was re-arranged as depicted in Fig.
Fig. 14. (a, left) Score plot of the lower level PLS model (M5) based on the time-u

plot corresponding to Fig. 11a. The five time-point-variables are seen to be correl
9. The resulting YT-matrix constituted 10 rows (compounds)

and 6 columns (segmented and transposed t1 score vector

with six pH-values).

An initial QSAR model was computed between the

YT-matrix and the X-matrix, the latter of which contained

the 26 linear X-descriptors plus their squared counterparts.

From this provisional model it was obvious that a

majority of the chemical descriptors were not relevant

in this application (no plot shown). Cautious variable

selection according to the VIP-parameter in SIMCA-P

[12,14] remedied this problem. Only X-variables with a

VIP larger than 1.0 were kept [12,14], and hence the final

model had 13 X-variables.

The resulting PLS model (Model 6, Table 1) contained

only one component with the following performance

statistics: R2X = 0.52, R2Y= 0.72, and Q2Y= 0.53. Accord-

ing to Fig. 15, which provides the PLS weights, a joint
nfolding subset. Each line designates one compound. (b, right) PLS loading

ated and the model interpretation indicates that toxicity decreases with pH.



Fig. 15. PLS loadings of the upper level QSAR model (M6) based on the pH subset. For a description of the X-variables, please see text in Section 2.
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assessment of linear and quadratic terms highlights that

HB-Donors, Sum_donor, Sum_total, LUMO energy, and

molecular weight are most appropriate to capture the pH-

influenced change in toxicity levels. For instance, the

property profile of many hydrogen bond donors, large

polar surface area, and high molecular weight is associated

with high toxicity, a relationship which is valid across all

six pH-values.
6. Discussion

6.1. Three-way data structures

Three-way data structures are common and methods for

their analysis are constantly evolving. Remote sensing

applications, where, e.g., satellite images measured using

multi-channel instruments are stacked together, quickly

produce three-way data which can be explored using

multivariate image analysis [17]. Similarly, multiple signals

assembled over time on many batches in a manufacturing

process can also be understood as a three-way data struc-

ture. Such data can be conveniently interrogated using the

approach to BSPC of Wold et al. [5], or by related methods

established by MacGregor et al. [18,19], or PARAFAC

[20]. Yet another field in which three-way (and higher

order) data structures are often encountered is analytical

chemistry, a prime example being the use of various

hyphenated techniques, like LC-MS, GC-MS, and 2D-
NMR, on a series of analytical samples [20,21]. Interesting

results have also been reported for three-way data within

the ‘‘-omics’’ disciplines [22,23] using the approach pre-

sented in Ref. [5].

In the QSAR field, three-way data structures are not as

abundant as in other areas of research, development and

production. Also note that when mentioning ‘‘three-way’’

data in the present context, allusion is not made to 3D-

QSAR applications, like COMFA [24] or GRID [25], which

involve placement of molecules in a three-dimensional grid

with the purpose of computing grid point interaction ener-

gies between the target molecules and various probes

allowed to migrate around them.

Interestingly, however, one can easily envision QSAR

situations where three-way data would be the norm rather

than the exception. This would for instance relate to sets of

compounds or chemical mixtures being chemically mapped

by a multitude of chemical model systems, and where the

parameters measured are also charted over time. Other

applications of the QSAR-type might involve molecular

characterization efforts using, e.g., the combination of liquid

chromatography and mass spectrometry (LC-MS), or per-

haps 2D-NMR.

Three-way Y-data is also rare in QSAR, a notable

exception being the data set of Pirselova et al. [6,7]. Such

data provide important information in QSAR. Much in the

same way as bivariate data provide more information than

univariate data, and multivariate data more information than

bivariate data, three-way data structures amplify our knowl-
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edge in comparison with two-way multivariate data tables.

The reasons for this are several. First of all, a multivariate

set of ‘‘two-way’’ measurements realized on a multitude of

intelligently selected observations tend to stabilize the latent

variables in a data set and make them appear more

distinctly. Secondly, the richness of data in a three-way

array will enhance our ability to reliably detect clusters,

trends, outliers, aberrant measurements, and other anoma-

lies. Thirdly, three-way data offer different ways of unfold-

ing to produce two-way arrays of data, which will help out

to elucidate the dominant patterns in a data set from

different angles.

6.2. Benefits of the outlined approach

The outlined approach to dealing with three-way Y-data

offers several interesting diagnostic and interpretative

options. First and foremost, a score line plot of the

architecture presented in Figs. 11a and 13a allows a rapid

identification of compounds for which the toxic potency is

susceptible to changes in external factors like time,

temperature and pH. Not only is it possible to identify

how toxic potency is modified, but the shape of the

trajectory of each compound will perhaps also reveal

information of mechanistic relevance. It is noted that a

score line plot of this type is often used in modelling of

time-influenced metabonomics data—where each line

would correspond to an animal—to identify, e.g., slow

responders or fast metabolizers [22,23]. This type of

assessment is sometimes termed ‘‘metabolic trajectory

deconvolution’’ [22], because ‘‘it allows effects of drugs

and their metabolites to be separated for mechanistic

purposes’’ [22].

Secondly, the lower level modelling provides an oppor-

tunity to focus on the individual observations (measure-

ments) rather than the whole string of data for one and the

same molecule. This is an advantage since it facilitates

better understanding of the nature of the data set, as well

as ‘‘debugging’’ by means of outlier elimination.

Last, but certainly not least, an important consequence of

this approach is that targeted QSAR modelling is possible.

Conventional QSAR analysis only allows a ‘‘static’’ look at

the structure–activity relationship that prevails in a given

data set in a given application. With the present approach,

however, biological data can be regularized (‘‘resolved’’) in

terms of how they relate to external factors, such as time,

temperature and pH. Other sources of variation in toxicity

data that may influence the ‘‘static’’ look on the structure–

activity relationships may then be peeled-off and tempo-

rarily disregarded.

Because of the strong associations between toxicity data

and time (Model 2), and between toxicity data and pH

(Model 5), we see that such time and pH-filtering is indeed

warranted. The interpretation of the respective resulting

upper level QSAR model (Models 3 and 6) will then point

to which chemical properties correlate with the time- and
pH-influenced changes in the structure–activity relation-

ships (see Section 5).

6.3. Interpretation of QSAR models

One interpretation of the time-dependency would be that

the cells adapt to the compounds, e.g., via conjugation to

glutathion or glucoronic acid, or that the compounds under-

go any alternative detoxification by enzymatic metabolism

(see Fig. 10).

The pH-dependent behaviour has some obvious and

natural correlates to the chemical properties of the com-

pounds, since only the compounds having a pKa close to the

range of pH variation (i.e., phenolic pKa between 6 and

8 resulting in anions upon dissociation) in the experiments

showed decreased toxicity with increased pH.

There appears to be at least two plausible explanations to

such behaviour, first and most obvious would be that the

dissociated form of the acidic compounds is less toxic than

the neutral form, or, secondly, that the dissociated form may

be eliminated more efficiently than the neutral species. Of

course combinations of the two or parallel interactions

might add complexity to the picture, e.g., that the acidic

function is toxic per se and thus contributes toxicity in an

additive or synergistic fashion in comparison to a similar but

aprotic compound.

Applying a holistic perspective on the pH-dependent

trajectories in Fig. 13 would perhaps suggest that the latter

explanation (‘‘elimination’’) is the most reasonable. This

because also aprotic compounds appear toxic with relatively

uniform scores, i.e., t1 values between � 3.5 and 1, while

those revealing pH-dependence approach t1 scores of 4 in

experiments using the highest pH. Some exception to this

pattern constitutes, e.g., compounds 1 and 5, which both

display a pKa around 8, which is in the high end for the pH-

dependent compounds, and some pH dependency was

expected. However, these are also two of the least toxic

compounds within the measured 4-pyranone series. Without

any obvious correlation, oddities in their chemical structure

and simple explanations like lack of assay resolution might

be indicated. Compounds 12 and 35 also appear in the low

toxicity range; however, they are the only two molecules

comprising an aliphatic ester functionality and thus might

have been rapidly hydrolysed by esterases (as corroborated

by the time dependency in Fig. 10) with pursuing detoxifi-

cation via elimination.

In conclusion, both the time and pH dependencies,

analysed in the present study, appear to have possible and

reasonable explanations. However, both toxicity and metab-

olism are complex in their nature, and structure–activity

linearity is often limited to relatively narrow structural

classes, due to, e.g., altered metabolism routes, as indicated

by compounds 12 and 35. Thus, the above interpretations

should be seen as hypotheses and further studies would be

needed to fully understand the molecular mechanism of the

4-pyranone’s toxicity.
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6.4. Concluding remarks and future outlook

We have here outlined an approach that simplifies the

interpretation of complex three-way Y-data in QSAR. We

see this methodology as a promising pinpointing tool with

which compounds that have time- or pH-sensitive toxico-

logical profiles are rapidly identified. Using this approach it

is possible to overview the major trends in toxicity and to

zoom-in onto more detailed phenomena. For instance, the

M1 and M4 lower level models manifested very clearly that

many compounds under scrutiny have toxicity data that are

sensitive to changes in time and pH. Hence, the QSAR

analysis on the upper level could be directed towards these

and thereby exploring which physico-chemical properties

relate to time- and pH-induced changes in the toxicity data.

Three-way Y-data can be easily formed by acquiring

toxicity data as a function of time and pH. In environmental

QSAR applications also other external physical variables

can be imagined as having a decisive impact on the

biological response data. When investigating, e.g., soil

sorption of environmental pollutants, or toxic potency of

such chemicals to, say, microorganisms living in the soil,

parameters like soil temperature and organic content will

affect the response data being measured. Moreover, this

methodology has applicability in the pharmaceutical indus-

try, e.g., for following time-dependent changes in animals or

patients subject to drug exposure.

Finally, we note that it is of relevance to further this study

by comparing current results with results obtained when

employing more conventional and ‘‘static’’ QSAR-analysis.

In this context, the unfolding of the Y-data would result in a

two-way array of toxicity data, having the compounds as

rows and the 30 toxicity variables (5 time points*6 pH-

values) as columns. Actually, this could be understood as

using the approach to batch process analysis pioneered by

MacGregor et al. [18,19], where three-way batch data are

unfolded preserving the observation direction. The two-way

Y-matrix could then be related to the battery of structure

descriptors (X-variable) used in this paper. Such compara-

tive studies are underway [26].
Acknowledgements
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